Daily Stretching and Toning Movements
Performing controlled stretches and toning movements can be an essential way to stay strong and healthy, which
can be especially useful for people who sit for prolonged periods of time.

Here are some suggested stretches and toning movements you can do throughout the day - even while
you’re at work!

*Stretches/Toning Movements adapted from Shape and Prevention Magazines and Footsmart.
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The Foundations of MRMT
MRMT provides individualized treatment that is assessment-based and
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incorporates education, self-care, and treatment modalities that allow
individuals to participate in their own care thereby reducing the burden on
the health care system while minimizing or eliminating costs associated with
pain and other medication. The foundations of the discipline are:


Using Passive Pain Management techniques to reduce pain and
Active Restorative Function techniques to restore physical function
both of which impact nervous, musculoskeletal, and vascular
systems;



Knowledge and awareness of physiological effects of specific manual
and massage modalities, including structural and postural,
neuromuscular, myofascial, and integrated approaches;
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An in-depth understanding of human physiology and psyche;
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Reliance on and routine use of a medical model (a set of procedures
in which a medical discipline is performed).
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The medical model in which the MRMT discipline functions has FIVE basic
components:


Assessing each patient’s condition with an emphasis on identifying
specific musculoskeletal dysfunctions;



Developing a personalized, written Plan of Care;



Executing the Plan of Care, including ongoing patient education with
the goal of preventing behavior-based injuries and improving
maintenance of the results (MRMT Plan of Care- the 5 R’s: reconnect
mind and body; reduce pain; replenish connective tissues, rebalance
and restore physical function);



Maintaining records and charts to monitor progress versus Plan of
Care; and



Collaborating and communicating with physicians and other medical
professionals working on each patient’s health care team.

We are here for you!
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